
Case Study 

Human resourece Vs Human Capital 

 

The doctrine of success is often understood and realised by improving the intelligence involved in 

the process.Focussing on strengths of intelligence, be it technology or human assets, it can only 

improve the trend of growth.Business units are in constant process of change The current study is a 

case of global travel company that focus their activities in package tours for families to  sunny 

places from Europe. Unlike competitors entering into market like Google Flight and online 

bookings, the travel industry is due for an overhaul. This case study looks at how people is the heart 

of the change effort and  where good HR pracices advances the program and bad practices hinder 

the program.The company decide to embark on large change program to digitise their customer 

journey. The large scale change program is IT led that transform the customer service and enhance 

the communication and commerce style. Focusing on strength within the company, they realised  

there were huge opportunities and pocket of knowledge. The plan was to create a domino system 

where each country would focus on the strength and create expertise to benefit the rest of the 

countries.To do this, an eco system of centres of excellences were created with focus on technical 

expertise in : Web, mobile, customer relationship management(CRM), big data, middleware,e-

CRM. 

The choice of where to set up center of excellence (CoE) was not about existing technical 

competence but about people competence and skill.The company decided to sert up a web CoE that 

will serve all web developments from stockholm, Sweden.The team in Stockholm had been 

delivering across the nordics market (4 countries) and knew how to manage the competing priorities 

in each countries.In addition,  the proportion of e-Commerce sales to agency sales in Sweden was 

the highest in the company and the understood the mechanism of digital practices include 

SEO,SEM and web analytics. Inspite of a new technology platform, there was confidence that 

setting up the CoE in Stockholm would accelerate the change.For accelerated growth, they had 

decided to engage third party providers and independent contractors with key competences and 

skills to complememnt  internal expertise where the initial  heavy lifting of development work to be 

done.And to ensure continuity , the goal was to pair internal teamswith vendors to learn and gather 

expertise to eventually manage all development internally. 

Implementing Change 

• The first stage of change was setting up the Web CoE.  Web was considered as the prime 

customer contact points and ehere benefits from initial deployment could fund further 

changes.The challeneges included multiple sites and applications , various stages of maturity 

and different platforms. 

• In the web CoE, an external technogy vendor was engaged to implement a new web 

platform and solution .The vendor was also tasked to form the CoE  and to work with 

internal staff who were placed into the project.There was 20-80 ratio of internal to external 

staff and difference in culture and language created the misunderstanding (CoE is based in 

Stockholm,Sweden and vendors were from UK and India) 

 

1. Will creating “Superman profile or Emphasizing on creating a balanced team where members 

complement each others with experience and competence help the business coping with change. 

2.The biggest change is people and not technology-Do you agree? 

 


